Regensdorf, 21. Juli 2008

Surf 13 Swiss Cities with the wireless Monzoon Hotzones
Monzoon Networks AG has complemented their already extensive Swiss WiFi
coverage

at

over

500

hotels,

McDonald’s

restaurants,

highway

rest-stops,

convention centers and airports in Switzerland with an extensive outdoor WiFi
“Monzoon Hotzone” area in 13 Swiss cities.
Monzoon’s roaming partners and customers can enjoy high speed surfing with Smartphones,
Laptops, and other WiFi enabled devices within “Monzoon Hotzone” areas in Sargans, St.
Gallen, Wil, Schaffhausen, Uster, Winterthur, Zürich, Spreitenbach, Basel, Bern, Interlaken,
Montreux and Geneva. Especially in Zurich a widespread coverage area around Limmatquai,
Niederdorf, Bellevue and Bahnhofstrasse is available. Monzoon will continually enlarge its
Hotzones

throughout

Y2008

and

Y2009.

Coverage

availability

can

be

found

at:

http://home.monzoon.net
Free IPv6 Internet Access in Monzoon Hotspots
To be honest - the following is basically interesting for technically interested readers ...

The future of the Internet is strongly depending on Version 6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6).
After years of worldwide development this future is now becoming reality in Monzoons own
wireless Hotspots throughout Switzerland as one of the worldwide first Public Hotspot
Services.
To celebrate IPv6 capability Monzoon provides until end of year 2008 free access to all IPv6
websites worldwide. This works if visitors notebook/PDA is IPv6 compliant - visitors shouldn't
be disappointed, now at the beginning there are only few but their number will grow rapidly
over time. On the portal of our partner www.sixy.ch visitors can find a list of sites available.
About Monzoon Networks
The Swiss telecommunications company Monzoon Networks AG is one of the first European
operators of Public Wireless Internet Access and Services. Monzoon was founded in 2000
and operates a radio network offering quick and wireless Internet access to so-called
nomadic workers in our telecommunications network, which is being offered to Hotspots
(airports, hotels, conference centres, etc.), providing high-speed wireless Internet access
and enabling location-based services (such as information services, video-on-demand, local
free phone services over IP, etc.) to business travellers.
More information is available from:
Monzoon Networks AG
Riedthofstrasse 124
CH-8105 Regensdorf
Matthias Koch, CEO
Tel. +41 (0)43 5000 470
mkoch@monzoon.net

